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Percent difference calculated minus estimated halfwidth versus (J"+J')/2. Solid squaresand + symbol correspond to averageand polynomial method respectively.
Calculated temperature exponents (seeTable V) versus J".
Calculated temperature exponents (seeTable V) versus
Ka" for transitions with J"=5. Investigator on the NFR experiment and is responsible for analyzing the thermal channels of the NFR, including the ones containing water features.
In order to retrieve accurate estimates of water mixing ratio from these data, it is essential that all relevant spectroscopic parameters of the relevant water lines be well known. and for the most part suitable for any pair of colliding molecules.
The intermolecular potential appears in the theory as a spherical tensor expansion in the intermolecular separation R, 
is obtained from Eq. 8 by the substitutions i->f and i'->f'. We 3.0
CONVERGENCE OF THE INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL
Values of electrostatic moments for H20 and H2 are given in Table I .
The Lennard-Jones parameters necessary for the atom-atom component of the potential can be determined by fitting virial data (_L2_) or by using combination rules. Because of a lack of virial data for the H20 - percent difference (APD), the average absolute percent difference (AAPD), and the minimum and maximum percent differences were calculated as a function of (J"+J')/2. The AAPD for all the lines studied is 5.3% for both methods and the maximum and minimum percent differences are 13 and -22% for the averaging method and 12 and -25% for the polynomial method. In Fig. 2 the percent difference versus (J"+J)/2 is plotted for the averaging method (dots) and the polynomial method (+ symbol). Note the polynomial results are shifted on the (J"+J)/2 axis in order to better compare the methods. The figure gives an estimation of the range of error one might expect when using the methods to predict halfwidths that have not been calculated. 
where the reference value (To) was taken at 296K, however changing the reference temperature has no effect on the results. The calculated halfwidths at the four temperatures studied were fit to Eq. (1) to give the temperature exponent, n, and the correlation coefficient of the fit. The resulting correlation coefficients indicated Eq. (11) was valid to describe the temperature dependence in the range considered. The calculated temperature exponents are given in Table V . 
7.0
He-BROADENING OF H20
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